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Violence has a ubiquitous presence in video games. The premise of Steve Russell’s 
Spacewar! (1962)—one of the earliest known computer games, and the first to be made 
outside of academia—is interstellar combat to the death. Today, violence sells. Eight of 
2017’s top ten best-selling games focus on shooting or combat. The thousands of games 
competing for audience within this genre must distinguish themselves by representing 
violence in a variety of appealing ways. Gun Ballet identifies types of stylized violence in 
games—ranging from beautiful to gory, and realistic to abstract—and positions this work 
alongside that of contemporary artists whose practice is concerned with the aesthetics of 
violence in games and other media.  
 
It has been proven that people crave violence in entertainment; it is perhaps foundational 
to our nature. The brain rewards aggression in games with cortisol and testosterone, likely 
an evolutionary incentive to encourage self-defense. Because we are hardwired to like 
violence, violence has held a central place in culture throughout history, from Greek 
tragedies to Shakespeare to television, film, and video games.  
 
Most conversations about video games and violence are understandably centered on 
ethical concerns. In 1976, players of Exidy’s Death Race ran over human-like figures with 
cars. This game prompted the first national outcry in the press over whether the game 
incited violence in players. The debate escalated in the 1990s when congressional 
hearings were held about whether to ban violent games, such as Midway Games’ Mortal 
Kombat (1992), id Software’s Doom (1993), and Digital Pictures’ Night Trap (1992). As a 
result, a ratings system was established, but a ban was avoided and these controversial 
games stayed in stores. In 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court’s Antonin Scalia wrote the 
majority opinion in a case about whether games could be sold to minors, arguing that 
violent games should be protected under the First Amendment along with other media. A 
crisis of shootings today, some of which were done by individuals who play violent games, 
carries this debate into the current news cycle.  
 
Although whether games cause violence is an important question, this exhibition is 
primarily concerned with aesthetics: the means by which violence is made appealing to 
audiences and the forms that violence has taken in different cultural moments. The sheer 
quantity of violent games underscores their cultural import, and rather than ask the 



question “why?,” Gun Ballet is concerned with how violence is depicted. It identifies five 
stylistic types of violence in games: beautiful, sublime, gratuitous, realistic, and fun. Gun 
Ballet takes its name from “gun fu,” a film term combining the words “gun” and “kung fu” 
used to describe Hong Kong action movies infused with gunplay. It is best embodied by 
John Woo’s Hard Boiled (1992). Woo’s films are known for their use of slow motion, actors 
who leap through the air with two guns blazing in acrobatic and balletic movements, 
doves flying, quick cuts, and a cascade of mindless enemies and bullets that in their 
excess depart from reality and veer into the sublime. Porting this aesthetic to another 
medium, Woo partnered with Chicago’s Midway Games to create Stranglehold (2007), the 
spiritual sequel to Hard Boiled. The game’s challenge was to translate Woo’s directorial 
hallmarks into a game. Visual art director Stephan Martiniere adeptly sketched 
storyboards to translate these elements from film to game. In its finest moments, 
Stranglehold captures the energy of gun fu films. The avatar dives and shoots in slow 
motion through a hail of bullets and enemies in elaborate environments and set pieces, 
set against a heart-pounding soundtrack.  
 
Films have a long history of influencing game aesthetics. The makers of Doom, id 
Software’s John Carmack, John Romero and Tom Hall, were heavily influenced by Sam 
Raimi and Robert Tapert’s film Evil Dead II (1987). The self-aware style of B-horror comedy 
translated well to the demon-killing game that would define the first person shooter genre. 
The most explicit reference is the chainsaw weapon, borrowed from main character Ash’s 
weapon of choice in Evil Dead II. Doom joined games like Mortal Kombat and other media 
that aped the ethos of punk anti-authoritarianism, to break taboos and kill sacred cows for 
their own sake. Notable for their gratuitous and boundary-pushing depiction of blood and 
gore, these games advanced violence for its shock value, and to resonate with the growing 
rebellious youth culture of the 1990s.  
 
In contrast with the graphic violence of the 1990s, the late 2000s saw the advent of a new 
brand of stylized violence: beautiful violence. No other series is more emblematic of this 
genre than Ubisoft’s Assassin’s Creed (2007). Technical challenges in the industry’s 
awkward shift from 2D to 3D environments around the turn of the millennium made 
games blocky, as they were unable to render significant quantities of polygons, and often 
had pixelated texture maps and primitive lighting. By the late 2000s, technology caught 
up to many developers’ aspirations and reached a more sophisticated and pleasing 
aesthetic. Art directors could have more control over the look of their games. The opening 
trailer for the first title of the franchise embodies all the characteristics of Assassin’s 
Creed. Violence in the trailer is bloodless and performed in parkour fashion. It takes place 
in a world where special attention has been paid to architectural history and rendered in a 
desaturated, high-contrast environment of light and dark. The assassin’s clothing is 
period-inspired but has a contemporary flair and a high level of detail uncommon in 
preceding game history.  
 
In the fine arts, artist Krista Wortendyke reflects on the bonding of beauty and violence, 
and is interested in how the public harbors an image of war in their mind’s eye from 
games, television, and films, rather than first-hand experience. Perceptions of war and 
violence are largely shaped by popular media, along with the news. In her (re):media series, 
Wortendyke excerpts snippets of smoke and explosions from games and other media into 
formally striking and beautiful compositions. The appeal of these images speaks to our 



own complicity in our consumption of, and desire for, violence. Many photojournalists 
today are producing images that not only tell a story, but also utilize aesthetics to seduce. 
Due to the volume of photos to select from, editors select images for a lead story that go 
beyond capturing war and conflict to the aesthetic considerations of balance, color, and 
shape.  
 
Several other artists have made attempts at truth-telling and representing violence 
realistically. Artist Karl Burke channels American Civil War photographers like Timothy 
O’Sullivan and Mathew Brady as a way to report from the battlefront about the wars waged 
in games. By presenting grim and lifeless dead bodies from EA Digital Illusions CE’s 
Battlefield 2 (2005) in a war-strewn landscape, Burke asks audiences to question why 
these games are appealing. His series Harvest of Death v2.0 (2012) takes its name from 
O’Sullivan’s series, and like O’Sullivan, Burke utilizes the early photography medium of 
tintypes. He further underscores the preciousness of an original object in a digital age by 
limiting the fabrication of these tintypes to contrast against the infinite reproducibility of 
the digital image.  
 
Realism takes on a different connotation in Biome Collective’s Killbox (2016). This game 
calls attention to the connection between the game-like interface of military drone 
operators and real-time strategy war games. Killbox uses emotional and ethical realism 
rather than a lifelike graphical realism in its games. Its visuals are abstracted and direct 
rather than showy, employing nothing more or less than what is necessary to 
communicate the central point. Players sit down at opposing desktops. One is the drone 
operator and the other is the drone’s target. Neither player knows what is happening on 
the other screen until they exchange words, usually after the targeted player has been 
eviscerated.  
 
Other game artists often leverage abstraction derived from animation. Borrowing from 
cartoons and anime, these game artists use the colors and abstraction of cartoons to 
package violence in levity and fun. One recent, local example is the charming and 
infectious Battle Chef Brigade (2017) by Trinket Studios. Players fight monsters and use 
their dismembered parts to cook meals in a final competition reminiscent of the television 
show Iron Chef. Trinket artist Eric Huang drew upon his influences  Studio Ghibli, Michael 
Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko’s Avatar: the Last Airbender, and Japanese 
developer Capcom’s fighting games to realize fast-paced, entertaining monster battle 
sequences. Using hand-drawn ink and watercolor aesthetics combined with light-hearted 
dialogue and story, the violence is fun and abstracted from reality. The animation is 
responsive, quick, and pleasurable, conveying a visual art style associated with 
entertainment media.  
 
Finally, artist team Beate Geissler and Oliver Sann turn the camera on the players 
themselves. Their Shooter series (2000-2001) is a close study of the psychology of the 
player, who is photographed at the exact moment they kill an avatar in a game. Their 
expressions are telling and wide-ranging: anger, fear, and pleasure all flicker across their 
faces, provoking an important reflection on the motivation and agency of the players 
themselves. 
 



As this range of works demonstrates, violence is represented in a multiplicity of ways in 
games. Its effect on audiences is directly related to the work of artists to convey a specific 
experience. Contemporary art works focusing on games offer thoughtful critique of these 
aesthetics and ethics and challenge existing stylistic practices. By understanding the 
styles of violence in games, both game artists and players develop a heightened visual 
literacy about the works they are making and consuming, and a better understanding of 
our cultural fixation with violence may be gained.  
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